
RECIPE

125 g egg whites
250 g castor sugar
375 g unsalted butter at room
temperature (approx. 16°C)
2 g cream of tartar
vanilla essence or extract to taste (optional)

METHOD

Fill a medium sized saucepan 1/3rd with water and bring to a simmer.
Combine egg whites and castor sugar together in a stainless steel bowl place directly
on top of the simmering saucepan

Whisk the egg whites and sugar to combine thoroughly with a clean whisk.
Reduce heat so the water is just under a simmer and applies a gentle heat. You may
need to adjust the heat to avoid splatter of simmering water.

Allow the egg whites and castor sugar to heat gradually to between 75 and 80°C
whisking occasionally to promote even heating. Once the egg whites have reached
75°C turn the heat down and set a timer for 3-4 minutes. Keeping the egg whites
above 75 degrees for over 3 minutes will pasteurise the egg whites.

Remove bowl from the heat, wipe any residual condensation from the bowl with a
clean cloth and attach to a stand mixer with a balloon whisk attachment.

Add cream of tartar and begin to whisk on medium - high speed continuously for
approximately 10 minutes or until the meringue has cooled to body temperature.
The bowl should be just warm to the touch and a thermometer placed into the
meringue should read between 35 – 37 degrees C.

Begin adding the cubed butter a few pieces at a time until completely incorporated.
Allow the butter cream to beat a further 3 - 5 minutes until the buttercream has
thickened and is smooth.

This buttercream accepts and carries flavours remarkably well!
Store covered in the fridge for up to 5 days or freeze for up to 3 months in a tightly
sealed container.

Swiss Meringue
A D E L A I D E  B A K E S

Buttercream

You will need:
Medium saucepan
Stove top or induction element
Large stainless steel mixing bowl
Whisk
Soft spatula
Digital thermometer
Mixer with balloon whisk
attachment
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Recovering buttercream

There seem to be common struggles and questions regarding rewhipping buttercream
that has either been made in advance and chilled or frozen.
If the butter cream has been frozen, remove the container from the freezer at least 24
hours in advance and store in the fridge allowing it to thaw slowly.
When you're ready to use the buttercream, gently heat in the microwave in short 30
second bursts until it becomes soft and pliable. Place back into the bowl of an electric
mixer and using the paddle attachment beat on medium speed until a soft, creamy
consistency is achieved.

HELP! MY BUTTERCREAM HAS SPLIT!

 
The SMBC will look as though it has split if either the meringue or butter is too cold
when being incorporated. What happens is the fats from the butter and the moisture
from the egg whites that naturally repel each other are too cold to combine, causing a
soupy split texture to the buttercream.

The solution is to gently heat the buttercream either by applying gentle heat with a hair
dryer to the side of the mixing bowl as the mixer is working or removing a portion
(maybe a cup) of buttercream, heating in the microwave and adding it
back into the split mass. Continue beating and everything should come back together
within a few minutes.

HELP! MY BUTTERCREAM HAS MELTED & TURNED TO SOUP!

The SMBC will completely melt and become soupy if the meringue or the butter is too
hot when it's incorporated. The solution is to chill the soupy meringue in the fridge
until it becomes semi firm before whipping with the balloon whisk again.

Depending on the day or the quantity of buttercream being made it can take 20-30
minutes to chill enough to create a smooth buttercream.
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